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Announcements
• Assignment 1 released  - Deadline February 9
• Reading for next time: Forwarding Architecture 

• 50 Gbps IP Router (Partidge et al. ToN 1998) 
• PacketShader (Han, SIGCOMM 2010 ) 

• On Thursday, Feb 4:
• Klara  is out of town – Wenyu (TA) will moderate lectures

• Thursday, Feb 4 lecture
• Submit pdf/ppt slides of the presentation to TA by Wednesday 11:59pm
• Forwarding Architecture – Ken Keefe, Sheng Shen

• Tuesday, Feb 9 lecture
• Submit pdf/ppt slides of presentation to TA by Monday 11:59pm 
• Inter-domain Routing –Ken Keefe, Jonathan Osting, Nathaniel Cook



Outline 

•End-to-End Arguments for Systems Design 
•Alternative Internetworking Design Discussion

• Networking is IPC (Inter-Process Communication) 

•Discussion on Lecture Presentations (starting the 
following week)



Question...

•What was the key to the diversity of innovation 
that the Internet enabled?

• Packet switching for efficiency?
• Packet switching for resilience to nuclear attack?
• Ability to connect computers?
• Government funding?
• ...

•Let’s take a step back (in time)



PSTN (Public Switched Telephone Network) 
network architecture

•One protocol spoken by all devices
•One application
•What principle changed this picture?
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Layering

•A kind of modularity
•Functionality separated into layers

• Layer n interfaces only with layer n-1
• Hides complexity of surrounding layers: enables 

greater diversity and evolution of modules
• (IP) connectivity becomes a commodity
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Layering and innovation

Layering modularized 
the architecture with 

flexible open interfaces
which helped spur 

innovation.



Layering before IP

•Layering in ARPANET
• “Along with the basic host-host protocol, we also envisioned a 

hierarchy of protocols, with Telnet, FTP and some splinter 
protocols as the first examples.  If we had only consulted the 
ancient mystics, we would have seen immediately that seven 
layers were required.” – Stephen Crocker on the 1969 
development of ARPANET [RFC1000, 1987]

•Layering in computer systems
• examples?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The people who built the first computer networks were systems builders with operating system experience. So layering was natural for them while it wasn’t natural for the telephone industry.



Discussion

•Layering is a guiding principle, not a law
•When is layering violated? (layer n interacts with 
layers other than n-1 and n+1)

• Web-based authentication for wireless networks
• NATs
• Web caches
• ...

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Q1: NATs are a great example; because port number is in transport layer, and they reach into the transport layer, it is hard to deploy a new transport protocol => network less evolvable.Q2: Is there any connection between packet switching and layering?  Does one require the other? You can certainly have layering without packet switching: virtual circuits.  You can probably have PS without L, but less likely; at a minimum you have to do reassembly & retransmission at the endpoints which would seem to naturally lead to a “layer” providing reliability – even if it is not particularly cleanly structured.



Organizing the layers

•Layering doesn’t tell you what services each 
layer should provide

•What is an effective division of responsibility 
between layers?



End-to-end principle

If a function can completely and correctly
be implemented only with the knowledge
and help of the application standing at
the endpoints of the communication
system,

then providing that function as a feature
of the communication system itself is not
possible.

(a slight rephrasing of the paper)



Example: file transfer

• Suppose the link layer is reliable.  Does that ensure 
reliable file transfer?

• Suppose the network layer is reliable.  Does that ensure 
reliable file transfer?
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Interpretation

• Assume the condition (if ...) holds. Then...
• End-to-end implementation

• Correct
• Simplifies, generalizes lower layers

• In-network implementation
• Insufficient
• May help – or hurt – performance. Examples?

• Be wary to sacrifice generality for performance!



Performance Aspects 

• Performance Impact of putting reliable transmission in 
communication system 

• Performance Impact of making application do reliability end-to-end 
check 

• End-to-end guiding principle regarding performance: 
• Need proper trade-off analysis and clear understanding of the problem
• Placing functions in low-level subsystem must be done carefully 
• Low-level subsystems may not have as much information as higher levels



Where should these be?

•Failure avoidance
•Congestion control
•Routing

• Topology discovery
• Path selection

•Caching web requests



Other Examples of End-to-End Argument 

• Delivery Guarantees - Acknowledgement of delivery 
• Where should be this function? 

• Secure Transmission of Data – Authenticity of messages
• Where should be this function?

• Secure Transmission of Data – Encryption of messages
• Where should be this function? 

• Duplicate Message Suppression 
• Where should be this function? 

• Real-time Conversation 
• Where should support for this service be? 

• Other system examples where end-to-end argument must be carefully 
considered? 



Evolution of architecture
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...and of course this evolution continues: HTTP, Ajax over HTTP, etc.



We’re done! ... right?

• Two main principles
• Layering: a modular design
• End-to-end: guides what the modules should do and where to place them

• Is that a complete Internet architecture?
• Operations / control?
• Resource management?
• What are the right layers above, e.g. Naming?
• Routing? Security? Interaction among entities? ...

• Internet experienced organic growth with fewer clear principles in 
other parts of the architecture



Alternative Networking 
Architecture to Internet
“Networking is IPC”: A Guiding Principle to a Better Internet, John Day et al. 2008



New IPC architecture for building networks

• Networking is NOT a layered set of different functions but rather a 
single layer of distributed Inter-Process Communication (IPC) that 
repeats over different scopes

• Clean Slate approach allows for scalable configuration of appropriate 
number of IPC layers

• The repeating structure scales avoiding current problem of growing 
routing tables

• There is no knowledge of addresses and well-known ports 



What’s wrong with Internet layered model? 

• In Internet transport and IP layers are separately
• In IPC  both transport and internetworking tasks are together and 

constitute IPC service to application processes
• Flow-based, quality of service transport together with routing (multiplexing and 

relaying) , and other management functions 

• What is the advantage of integration of transport and internetworking 
layer?

• What is the disadvantage of  transport/internetworking integration? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Integrated transport and network enables each ISP to sell its IPC-based services to others, thus promoting competitions and organized market-driven Internet. 



One layer of IPC consisting of hosts with user 
apps and IPC subsystems 

IPC Manager – establish, maintain connections
RIEP (Resource Information Exchange Protocol) – populate Resource Information Base with app names, addresses, performance
capabilities, routing, connection management, etc
EFCP (Error and Flow Control Protocol) –efficiently use/schedule underlying IPC facility for sharing



Naming 

• Application runs app protocol (part of app process) which establishes communication 
using IPC interface

• IPC interface allows source app process to 
• name destination app process
• Specify desired properties for communication 

• App names are location independent (apps never see addresses) 
• IPC Facility 

• Locates destination app process with the name
• Allocates resources
• Returns unique port IDs to app process to use to send/receive data over the allocated channel 

and release channel when done 
• Has Internal IPC addresses which are topological (location-dependent)

• Current Internet addresses are provider-based and graph-based addresses

• There is no global name space 
• Is it good or bad? 



Repeating IPC Layers



Differences: traditional Internet and  new  IPC
• Traditional Internet 

• Naming - IP address assigned to a 
host interface 

• Multi-homing – challenging because 
Internet has incomplete naming and 
addressing architecture

• IP address names interface rather then node 
itself 

• Transport and Network separately 
• No sharing of information 
• Cross-layering needed

• Security – difficult
• IP addresses are public (attacks on hosts)

• Mobility – challenging because it 
only names interfaces and not the 
nodes themselves,

• In Mobile-IP solution the IP address of the 
mobile is treated as special case by home 
and foreign routers which themselves 
constitute two single points of failure 

• New IPC Architecture 
• Naming – flexible app naming and IPC 

layers have their own private naming 
(internal identifiers),  ruling over a 
certain scope 

• Multi-homing (having more than one 
connection) – easy 

• Name of nodes (IPC processes) 
• Building forwarding table in two steps 

• Pick next hop
• Select path to next hop

• Transport and Network together
• Sharing conditions
• Communication among IPC processes enables 

service negotiation
• Security – to become member of  

distributed IPC facility, IPC process must 
explicitly enroll, authenticate and get 
assigned address

• Mobility – dynamic multi-homing



Multiple IPC Layers and Routing 



Summary 
• Unlike current Internet architecture , IPC architecture is relative 

• (N-1) address is internal to the (N-1) Distributed IPC Facility  (DIF) and is considered a 
“point-of-attachment” (PoA) address to (N)-DIF

• Unlike in current Internet architecture, in IPC middleboxes are unnecessary, 
and “layer” violation does not exist

• Unlike in current Internet, in  IPC applications never see addresses, which 
are private to underlying IPC facility (less attacks)

• Unlike in current Internet, in IPC security is done easier, e.g., different 
authentication policies could  be employed within each DIF, providing 
range of security levels

• Unlike in current Internet, IPC can better support and control resources 
having repeating IPC layers over smaller scopes/regions 

• Mobility, Scalability, Competitive markets, Adoptability

• What would it take to change current Internet? 



Suggestions on Oral Presentation 
(Preparation of Lectures)



Myths and Mistakes of Technical Presentations
• Popular Myth: A technical audience requires a lot of 

technical details in order to evaluate the speaker’s 
ideas

• In 1989 HP conducted a survey to determine what 
technical presenters want to hear from other technical 
presenters. 

• Result: Listeners want talks easy to follow and well 
organized; they  want simplified message “less is 
more”

• Studies showed that simplifying and repeating the main 
idea will result in increased attentiveness and retention



Myths and Mistakes of Technical Presentations
• Popular Myth: Content is everything. Style is 

unimportant and enthusiasm is offensive
• HP study indicated that technical audience wanted more 

enthusiasm and effective style, which included better 
visual assistance. 

• Often unenthusiastic delivery will ruin a speaker’s 
effectiveness

• Mehrabian, a communication theorist, showed that 
• Body language and tone of voice together supply 93% of 

the overall message impact
• Actual words only supply 7% of the overall impact



Myths and Mistakes of Technical Presentations
• Popular Myth: The text on the visuals is more 

important than the speaker. 
• Technical presenters traditionally rely too much on slides
• Often, technical audiences find the slides distracting and 

boring

• Remember, the speaker is always the focal point of 
presentation, visual assistance helps

• Pace of the presentation
• Flow of the information presented



Myths and Mistakes of Technical Presentations
• Popular Myth: Strategic organization is not necessary 

for technical talks.
• Technical presenters often think that as long as they supply 

all the details, the audience is capable of drawing the 
appropriate conclusions. 

• Technical speakers often jump into the body of the 
presentation and start discussing data

• Often the objective of the talk is not stated until the end of 
the talk

• Technical speaker must not rely on the audience to fill 
in gaps and reach appropriate conclusions.

• Technical speaker must understand different types of 
presentations, organization, and strategies for a 
particular type of speech.



Presentations – Opening and Closings

• Each presentation (as good stories) have an 
• Introduction (tell them what you are going to tell them)
• Body (tell them)
• Conclusion (tell them what you just told them)



Openings

• Purpose 
• Grab the audience’s attention so that they will want to hear what you have to 

say
• Should be a “grabber” or “attention seeker”
• Not only arouse interest, but also suggest the theme of the speech
• Openings can be dramatic, emotional, humorous or rhetorical
• Opening does not have to have words, you can use gestures, demonstration, 

silence – related to the topic



Good Openings

• Startling question
• Challenging statement
• An appropriate short quotation or illustration
• A surprising generalization
• An exhibit – object, article, picture
• Personal story



Closings of Presentation 
• Purpose

• Accent your speech objectives
• Leave the audience with something to remember
• Closing is the “whip-cracker”, the “clincher”, ultimately the 

“result getter”. 
• Closing can be dramatic, emotional, humorous or rhetorical
• Closing does not have to have words; you can use props, 

gestures, a demonstration or silence
• Closing must tie with your opening and your theme
• Poor closing can seriously detract from an otherwise 

excellent presentation



Good Closings

• A call or an appeal for definite action
• An appropriate short quotation or illustration
• An exhibit – an object, article, picture
• A personal challenge



Presentation Organization

• Strategic Presentation Plan
• Ask yourself questions: 

• “What kind of approach can best bring your message across?”
• “Will it be better to ‘beat around the bush’ or to be direct?”
• “What kind of support will be most effective?”



Presentation Strategy (Deductive Strategy)

• Decide on what sort of message you will be delivering
• Deductive Strategy

• Speaker immediately presents the main idea, provides the supporting detail, 
then recaps her main idea. 

• Usually used to present good news or routine statements
• Example: 

• Main Idea: My grant proposal was funded
• Detail: This means more money for research …
• Recap: Hard work is rewarded.  



Presentation Strategy (Inductive Strategy)
• Speaker begins only by hinting at the main idea, then 

presents details leading to the main ideal 
• usually from most easily acceptable details to more 

“controversial” details
• After details the main idea is communicated
• Speaker concludes with recap
• Example: 

• Hint: We compliment your research efforts and would like to 
explain some recent events – NSF funding was cut, strategic 
direction was changed, ..

• Main Idea: Although it was a good effort, we must pull the 
funding from this line of research. 

• Recap: You will need to switch directions of research. 



Formulas for Speech/Presentation Organization 
• OIBCC – Basic Formula

• Opening – grab attention
• Introduction – “Why bring this topic up?”
• Body – bulk of the presentation

• Remember that for every important point that you make, you 
must provide support and this support can take the form of 

• Statistics, analogies, testimony, illustrations, or specific examples. 

• Conclusion – summarize briefly points 
• Close – last strong sentences that leave the audience with 

something to remember 
• Must tie to your main idea and should tie to your opening to be 

effective



Visual Assistance
• Studies show that people store and access 

information in three primary ways: 
• Visually, auditorially, kinesthetically

• Adults absorb, retain and learn: 
• 10% of what they read
• 20% what they hear
• 30% what they read and hear
• 50% what they hear and see
• 90% what they do



Creating Your Visuals
• Consistency is a must

• Consistency of graphic layout of your visuals is a must
• You should limit yourself to one or two type styles, type sizes and 

colors all within one presentation
• You should limit yourself to one or two type styles and three type sizes 

at most

• Use colors appropriately
• Never use the color red for your main text, title or labels, red color is 

difficult to read from distance
• Use red as a highlight color, indicating problem area
• Use green as a highlight color
• Two of the most common and readable colors are blue and black 
• Blue color (especially light blue) is the most soothing color on an eye. 

• Visuals Must be organized
• Your visuals must have introduction, body and closing 



Presentation Delivery 

Albert Mehrabian, a well-known communication theorist, specifies that 
message impact can be divided into three factors: 

• Body language
• Contributes 55% toward message impact

• Tone of voice
• Contributes 38% toward message impact

• Actual words
• Contributes 7% toward message impact



Body Language
• Eye Contact

• In United States, eye contact is a primary and vital part of interpersonal 
communication

• By gazing directly into another’s eyes we establish link/closeness
• When speaking to audience, maintain eye contact with audience 

members
• In fact, studies show perception of distrust are created when eye 

contact is NOT maintained. 

• Facial Expression
• Speaker must be certain that her words and her face are 

communicating the same message. If not, she  will leave the audience 
confused and uncertain of the true message. 

• Gestures
• Most expressive part of body language
• Speaker uses his hands and arms to illustrate his words
• Basic gestures show things such as: weight, shape, direction, 

importance, comparison, contrast



Tone of Voice
• Volume in speech 

• Speaker should express excitement and enthusiasm for the topic
• Volume should be varied in strength and intensity to add emphasis and dramatic 

impact to your presentations
• Through volume control, the audience can infer the speaker’s message
• Many speakers control voice to “sound professional”, but professionals do just the 

opposite!!

• Consistent loudness – tendency to talk too loudly or softly
• Common problem is ‘fading voice’. Make certain to maintain a consistent loudness. 
• Mostly deliver presentation in a clear voice at a conversational level
• Consider the room where you are speaking

• Convey life, color and melody
• Voice should not sound flat or wooden, beginners tend to speak on too high a pitch. 
• A thin high-pitched tone lacks authority and appeal; it is harsh and unpleasant. 
• Cultivate deeper tones.
• “one-note” pitch is also a problem – boring.



Good luck with your 
presentations!!
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